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Those inside and outside of the biblical counseling 
movement recognize growing differences between the 
foundational work of Jay Adams and that of current 
thought leaders such as David Powlison. But, as any student 
or teacher of the discipline can attest, those differences 
have been ill-defined and largely anecdotal until now.

Heath Lambert, the first scholar to analyze the movement’s 
development from within, shows how refinements in 
framework, methodology, and engagement style are 
changing the face of the biblical counseling movement as 
we know it—producing a second generation of counselors 
who are increasingly competent to counsel. Find out 
how the biblical counseling movement has changed and 
improved and how the present-day leadership differs from 
the leadership of the past, in a respectful effort to evaluate 
and advance the efficacy of biblical counseling.
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Foreword

The people of God have a huge stake in the issues captured by our word 
counseling.

What problems impel or compel a person to seek counseling help? 
The answer is simple, though the problems are complex. Emotions play 
in darkly minor keys: anxious, embittered, guilty, despairing, ashamed. 
Actions run in self-destructive ruts of compulsion and addiction. Thoughts 
proliferate internal chaos, obsessing fruitlessly. Sufferings hammer a per-
son down until the experience seems unspeakable.

But something important often goes unmentioned in mentioning the 
obvious. Such life-disabling problems are complex intensifications of the 
utterly ordinary. The human condition intrudes brokenness into everyone 
and everything. Things go askew inside all of us. We live for good gifts, 
not the good Giver. Our instincts run to self-serving, even with the best of 
conscious intentions. We invest life energies in vanities and reap confusion. 
We addict ourselves to follies and reap pain. Relationships disappoint, and 
fragment, and alienate, and isolate. Others hurt you—and you hurt them. 
We find ourselves without resources to face suffering and feel crushed and 
overwhelmed. Young or old, you suffer a cascade of losses, and then, one 
way or another, you die. We are more like each other than different, when 
you look below the obvious differences.

It is a wonder that more people aren’t in continuous emotional lock-
down, in the fatal grip of panic, despair, and bitterness. The apparent stabil-
ity of “ordinary life” bears an eloquent triple witness. God’s providential 
goodness shines in all that’s fair—Thank you for all the blessings of this 

life. Humankind is fascinated lifelong by schemes for earthly joy, sowing 
seeds of self-destruction—Have mercy on us, Father of mercies. What 
appears stable and ordinary is extraordinarily fragile—You alone are the 

way, the truth, and the life.
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Failure and fragility, whether ordinary or intensified, can open a per-

son to seek help or force a person to need help.

So why should the people of God care about these things that impel 

and compel people to seek counseling help? Because as ordinary people, 

these troubles and struggles are ours. And as God’s people, in particular, 

such waywardness and woe is exactly what our Bible is about. This is what 

Jesus comes to do something about. This is what church and ministry are 

intended to tackle.

Or is it? Are the Bible, Jesus, church, and ministry about counsel-

ing problems? Or is our faith preoccupied with a religiously toned set of 

beliefs, activities, places, and experiences? Do counseling problems belong 

mainly to secular mental-health professionals? Make no mistake: accord-

ing to Scripture, Christian faith and life are occupied with all the gritty, 

grimy, sad, or slimy things that make for human misery. Jesus came to 

start making right all that has gone wrong. And we are his living body put 

to work here on earth to keep making right whatever is wrong. And never 

forget: we are part of what is wrong. One and all, we need the give-and-

take of wise counsel: Hebrews 3:12–14; Ephesians 4:15, 29; 2 Corinthians 

1:4. In fact, we need Genesis 1 through Revelation 22 and the well-honed 

practical wisdom of brothers and sisters, both past and present, who have 

taken this God to heart.

We ought to be good at counseling, the very best at both receiving 

and giving. No one else’s explanation of human misery goes as wide and 

long or as high and deep as the Christian explanation. No one else can 

account for the complexity of factors while keeping the actual person 

clearly in mind and heart. Think about this. Other counseling models 

never notice that actual persons are made and sustained by God and are 

accountable to God, searched out and weighed moment by moment. They 

never mention that actual persons are sinful by instinct and by choice; 

that we suffer within a context of meaningfulness; that Jesus Christ 

entered our plight; that we are redeemable and transformable by intimate 

mercy and power. Every other supposed explanation and answer looks 

shriveled when juxtaposed with the breadth, length, height, and depth of 

the love of Christ.

We should be very good at counseling. After all, Christian faith  
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invented the hands-on care and cure of souls (the root meaning of psycho-

therapy). Intentional, life-transforming discipleship is a Christian distinc-

tive. That’s not to deny that many other intentional discipleships have arisen 

in the last one hundred years. But given their intrinsic and relentless secu-

larity, other proposed psychotherapies cannot avoid “heal[ing] the wound 

of my people lightly, saying, ‘Peace, peace,’ when there is no peace” (Jer. 

8:11). They offer Band-Aids and analgesics by essentially seeking ways to 

augment self-reliance. But we can heal deeply, forming essential reliance 

on the God of life. They hope to shape happier, more constructive human 

beings, a bit less self-destructive and others-destructive. But we aim for the 

faith that works out into self-giving love, that drinks from the springs of joy, 

that finds peace and knows how to make peace.

We should be good at counseling—caring, skillful, thoughtful. We 

should become the very best—careful, helpful, practical. But more often 

than not, we have been poor and foolish, rigid or inept. The pat answer, 

snap judgment, brisk manner, and quick fix are too often characteristic. 

Where is the patient kindness? Where is the probing concern and hard 

thought? Where is the luminous, pertinent truthfulness? Where is the flex-

ibility of well-tailored wisdom? Where is the unfolding process? Where is 

the humanity of Jesus enfleshed in humane, humble, sensible people? Have 

mercy upon us, Father of mercies.

You are reading a book about the people of God attempting to become 

good at counseling. Notice four things about this book.

Notice the significance of the fact that Heath Lambert traces a story. 

A good story develops, unfolds, and goes places. It is like life itself, never 

static, frozen in one time, place, and person. This book traces a good story: 

we, God’s people, can cooperate, building together to become good at 

counseling. We are becoming better at counseling. We will get better by 

far. Jesus is the best and wisest counselor. It does not yet appear what we 

shall be, but we know that when we see him, we will be like him. Such a 

hope gives us reasons to set out in his direction. The vision of Ephesians 

3:14–5:2 will be realized in times, places, and persons. Wiser counseling 

will be realized in your life, in our lives, in the real-time-and-place story 

of the church of Jesus.

Notice the significance of the fact that Heath Lambert is in this story. 
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He does not stand outside, pretending to dispassionate objectivity. He cares 

about what happens. How will this story go? Where will we end up? This 

is his story—and yours. You and your church have a part to play in what 

happens next.

Notice the significance of the fact that Heath Lambert treats other 

people well. Yes, he’s candid about the shortcomings he perceives; he is 

willing to disagree. But he notices strengths, too, and he is constructive in 

his candor. He wants us to rightly understand the points of essential conti-

nuity so that we all appreciate the organic nature of godly wisdom. He also 

wants us to rightly understand the significant points of difference so that we 

all appreciate the organic nature of growing in godly wisdom.

Notice the significance of the fact that Heath Lambert proposes some 

desirable next steps in the unfolding of our corporate wisdom. There are 

more chapters to be written in this story. Where are we heading? How can 

we go forward in a good direction?

Our trajectory into the future is the most important part of all this. As 

I look over the landscape that this book describes, I see a progression of 

six stages in the development of our collective wisdom. This is the process 

any one of us goes through in awakening and maturing into the wise love 

of good counseling. These six stages also describe the process all of us will 

go through as we grow up together.

First Stage. We each need to hear—some of us for the first time—that 

the church has a unique and significant counseling calling. The Lord inter-

prets personal struggles and situational troubles through a very different 

set of eyes from how other counseling models see things. He engages us 

with a very different set of intentions from how other counseling models 

proceed. We, as his children, are meant to counsel according to how he sees 

and proceeds. The fruition of that vision may seem far off. Your church 

currently may be doing a poor job of counseling, or counseling through 

deviant eyes, or abdicating the task entirely. But as you come to realize that 

the Wonderful Counselor intends to form his people into, well, into pretty 

good counselors—and getting better all the time—it makes you stop and 

think. Until we know that something might exist, we can’t envision partici-

pating. Participation becomes a possibility when something rises above the 

horizon. I hope that you hear the call.
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Second Stage. We need to agree that the vision is a desirable one. Not 

only could the church become good in counseling, but we should become 

wise and fruitful in counseling ministries. Our God calls us to grow up in 

this area of ministry. You might want to read Ephesians 3:14–5:2 through 

the eyes of the question, “What does this imply about mutual counseling 

ministry?” Every sentence has implications. Hearing that it is possible to 

counsel in biblical wisdom—that God wills us to do so—leads to assent 

and commitment. I hope that you say, “Yes, this should be so. I may not yet 

understand exactly what it will look like, but I agree it ought to happen.”

Third Stage. We need to personally embrace and embody the vision. 

This is the decisive step, the sine qua non. Scripture teaches you how to 

understand both your deepest struggles and your best gifts. God shows 

you how to face your heaviest troubles and how to respond to your great-

est blessings. I believe that the Lord’s vision of my sins and sorrows, of 

my graces and felicities, is the true understanding. I believe that the Lord’s 

way of engaging broken people in a broken world is the only truly loving 

engagement. I take all this to heart. As we take it to heart, we enter into the 

lively dynamics of transformation portrayed in Psalms, Proverbs, Prophets, 

Histories, Gospels, and Epistles. You enter into God’s counseling process 

for yourself. You become his disciple, learning his ways. You join the wise 

saints of all ages.

God’s take on things becomes yours. You increasingly come to live in 

reality, leaving the shadowlands behind, forsaking the imaginary virtual 

realities. Whatever the configuration and severity of your personal prob-

lems, you come to understand yourself in a new light. That we must person-

ally embrace biblical reality registers something very significant. I am not 

committed to biblical counseling because it’s a theory that I happened to 

find persuasive, or because one killer Bible verse turned the lights on. I am 

committed because God tells the truth about me, about my world, about the 

Father, Savior, and Friend who has taken me to heart and takes me in hand. 

And I come to know any other human being—you, my fellow struggler, my 

brother or sister—by the same light in which I am coming to know myself.

The fact of personal embrace and embodiment is no oddity unique 

to biblical counseling. There is something essentially autobiographical 

about every counseling model ever proposed—Freud, Adler, Jung, Wolpe, 
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Rogers, Frankl, Gestalt, Glasser, biomedical psychiatry, MFT, CBT, ACT, 

DBT, EFT—or any eclectic combination. Each theory and practice reveals 

its author’s core personal faith. Any ABC theory and XYZ therapy invented 

a hundred years from now will proclaim something essentially autobio-

graphical. It will offer some way of interpreting and then reconfiguring 

humanness, according to where the author stands personally. If that under-

standing is not true to Scripture and to Christ—the Word written and the 

Word incarnate—then it will be false to humanness. If that interpretation 

and reconfiguration is not true to Scripture and to Christ, then it will be 

false to humanness. In a commitment to biblical counseling, I bear witness 

to how I understand life and to how I live. I hope that you enter into the call 

to wise counseling as simply one outworking of your call to live in Christ.

Fourth Stage. We need training, teaching, mentoring, practice, and 

supervision. Maturity always involves an educational process, a disciple-

ship. You read books, talk with others, take classes, give it a try in practice, 

get feedback. If you are humble, you grow wiser. Your comprehension 

grows in scope and depth. Your skills in loving develop more relevance 

and flexibility. We rarely grow to understand anything without conscious 

application. Some of you will start to read good articles or books. Some 

of you will form discussion groups. Some of you will enter a graduate 

program for systematic study in biblical counseling. Some of you will take 

part in training in your church. I hope that you seek out the sort of learning 

appropriate to who God has made you and how he is working in you.

Fifth Stage. We need to become good at counseling. Excellent, in fact. 

You can enthusiastically embrace biblical counseling as an idea, even go to 

school to learn more, while still remaining inept. Perhaps the most accurate 

synonym for counseling is wise love. Wise love makes a huge difference in 

other people’s lives. Both the receiving and the giving of wise love make a 

huge difference in your life. Genuine care, a searching question, sympathy 

and understanding, a timely and true word of God, practical aid, patience 

in the process—these are life giving. Here’s the bottom line: you must 

become better able to help people. This contains a divine paradox. All 

genuine life transformation is the direct work of the life giver, the Shepherd 

of his sheep, the Father of his children. At the same time, this living God 

willingly uses us to give life to each other, to shepherd each other, to nour-
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ish, protect, and encourage each other. Skill takes time and experience. 

Skill calls you to the humility of a man or woman who is always learning. 

Skill bears fruit. It sweetens and brightens the lives of other people. I hope 

that you pursue the goal of becoming good at counseling.

Sixth Stage. We need to develop leaders. Counseling wisdom is a 

communicable skill. It must be communicated to others, spread around, 

passed down the generations, developed further. Three kinds of leaders 

will be raised up.

Some people will become leaders by their skillfulness in teaching 

others. They are able to break a complex process down into its component 

parts. They have a sense for the scales and arpeggios necessary to learn to 

play beautiful music. They possess some of the many sub-skills: assess-

ing others accurately, selecting good candidates, hands-on training, face-

to-face mentoring, insightful supervision, careful coaching. Leadership 

means not only the ability to counsel strugglers but also the ability to help 

someone else learn to counsel strugglers. It replicates skill. It’s not a given 

that skill in practice (fifth stage) leads to skillful teaching (sixth stage). 

Think of a basketball player who can routinely nail the 24-foot jump shot. 

What if you ask him to teach you to nail your jump shots from downtown, 

and he tells you, “I just shoot the ball, and it goes in.” He may make the 

Hall of Fame as a player, but he’ll never be a coach. Will God call you to 

train others?

Other people will become leaders by their ability to contribute to 

intellectual progress. Biblical wisdom must always be sharpened and 

developed. It is fashioned by engaging new problems, meeting new threats, 

interacting with new contenders, and identifying new needs in order for us 

to grow up into greater wisdom. It helps all of us when someone can put 

familiar truths into unfamiliar words and can point out unexpected implica-

tions. It helps all of us when one stands back and reflects on what we are 

all doing and then points out both our strengths and our weaknesses. It’s 

so easy for any of us to stagnate or get into ruts. We need to be refreshed, 

to extend the range and depth of what we understand to be true. Will God 

call you to contribute to the R&D work that refreshes ministry? Will he call 

you to push the envelope so that we all become more faithful to the God 

who speaks and acts?
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Still others will become leaders by their talent as entrepreneurs and 
managers. Counseling needs a home. The care and cure of souls calls for 
organizational structure, institutional development, delivery systems, sup-
port staff, financial underpinning. All ministry costs time and money and 
occurs in a context. Leaders with gifts in startup and in administration are 
able to create, maintain, and re-create appropriate structures and support 
systems so that counseling skills are best used. Will God call you to help 
build healthy churches or healthy parachurch ministries so that the body of 
Christ can deliver the goods of good counseling to people in need?

I hope that someday some readers become such leaders.
Whether you are just considering the possibility of biblical counseling, 

or flourishing already as a leader, or somewhere in the middle, I trust that 
the pages that follow will nourish your wisdom. The Biblical Counseling 
Movement after Adams is a story about our growing up. Make its story 
your story. As you work your way through the book, let me encourage 
you to take the next steps. Commit yourself to choose one of the books or 
articles mentioned and put that next on your reading list. Commit yourself 
to talk with someone else about how your church might become better at 
counseling.

Most of all, may each of us live our lives within God’s reality, becom-
ing good at receiving wise love (stage three). And may each of us thus grow 
up toward wise love in helping others (stage five). Here’s one way I weigh 
whether a counselor is good: would I entrust my mother, my daughter, 
or my wife into your care? Would you handle their honest struggles well 
and wisely? Would I entrust the fine china of my own life into your care? 
Would you prove truly helpful? And do I give you reason to trust me with 
the hardest things in your life? May we give each other good reasons to 
trust, as Ephesians 4:15–16 becomes the living reality of our life together, 
bringing the peace of Christ into this broken world.

David Powlison
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1
The Birth of a Biblical  
Counseling Movement  
and the Need for Growth

This is not a book about counseling. Even though you might be 
tempted to think it is a book about counseling, it is really a book about 
ministry. The fact is that counseling is ministry, and ministry is counseling. 
The two are equivalent terms. Counseling is the word our culture uses to 
describe what happens when people with questions, problems, and trouble 
have a conversation with someone they think has answers, solutions, and 
help. Those kinds of conversations are what ministers do every day, all day 
long, and the ministers who don’t do this know that they could spend their 
time this way if they wanted to. So don’t think that just because this book 
is about counselors, it doesn’t have anything to do with your ministry. That 
it is about counselors means it has everything to do with your ministry.

If counseling is equivalent to ministry, it means that it must be 
informed by the Bible and that those who do it are theologians. Ministry 
always grows out of worldview commitments. As Christians we believe 
that our worldview is authoritatively informed by God’s Word, the Bible; 
that is to say, it is theologically informed. Counseling is, therefore by defi-
nition, a theological task. Counselors may understand that counseling is 
a theological task or they may not. They may be good theologians or bad 
ones, but make no mistake: they are theologians who are neck deep in a 
theological enterprise.

I hate to say it, but most people don’t understand this. In fact two very 
different groups have been guilty of cutting the theological foundations 
away from the counseling task. The first group is secular psychotherapists 
who are very well intentioned but ultimately seek to help people solve 
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their problems while ignoring Christ and his Word. They have rejected 

the Godward dimension of counseling, moving in the opposing direction 

to claim that God and his people should have little or no role to play in 

the counseling task.1 Their diagnoses of and their attempts at “curing” 

people and their problems are man-centered and so will always fall short 

of offering people true and lasting change for their deepest problems. 

Integrationists, taking their cues from this group, attempt to be theologi-

cally faithful but formulate the theology in an unfaithful way.2

A second group misunderstanding this issue is—ironically—con-

servative, Bible-believing, Christ-exalting ministers of the gospel. These 

conservative ministers fail to grasp that counseling is an essential part of 

ministry and so disconnect theology from counseling. They demonstrate 

the misunderstanding every time they say things like, “Oh, I don’t counsel 

people; I’m a preacher,” or, “Counseling takes too much time away from 

my other ministries,” or, “I don’t think the Bible has anything to say about 

this problem; you need to see a professional.” Such people mean well, but 

they are wrong about the theological, ministry-driven nature of counsel-

ing. Each of these groups fails to understand the intrinsic connection that 

counseling has with ministry and theology. The truth of the matter is that I 

used to be in the second group. Let me tell you my story.

My mother was addicted to vodka during the first eleven years of my 

life. By the grace of God she quit drinking, repented of her sins, and became 

a believer in Jesus a few years before her death, but that was after I had 

grown up. A large portion of my childhood was filled with the roller coaster 

of my mother’s months and years of drunken stupors followed by her many 

failed attempts to stop drinking. I would sit with my mother during her many 

visits to Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, and at these meetings I overheard 

a great deal of talk about “the disease of alcoholism” and statements like, “It 

wasn’t me who did those things; it was my disease.” At a very young age I 

remember thinking, “It doesn’t seem like a disease.” When my grandfather 

died of cancer I thought, “Now that seems like a disease.” The point here is 

that even before I became a believer, I was not convinced about the applica-

tion of a disease model to problems such as drunkenness that were clearly 

moral in nature, because such problems involved issues like self-control and 

avoidance rather than being merely physical.
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Then, years later, after I became a Christian in my freshman year of 

high school, one of the first books I read was the first book Jay Adams 

wrote about counseling, Competent to Counsel. I read through the book in 

one sitting, and my mouth was hanging open the entire time I read it. I was 

captivated by Adams’s vision to reclaim counseling as a theological and 

ministerial task and of his mission to make counseling an enterprise that 

was centered on Christ, based on his Word, and located in the local church. 

From that point on, I was a wholehearted believer in biblical counseling 

and wished the best to those who were a part of the movement. I only 

wished them well, however; I certainly did not want to be a counselor.

I wanted to be a pastor, and by that I meant that I wanted to be a 

preacher. By my second year of college, the Lord had created in me a strong 

desire for the work of ministry. I wanted to preach. I wanted to spend my 

weeks surrounded by commentaries unearthing the glories of God’s Word. 

I wanted to spend my Sundays dispensing those glories to God’s people. I 

admired preachers such as R. C. Sproul, John Piper, John MacArthur, and 

Tim Keller. A few years later I reported for duty to my first paid pastoral 

position and couldn’t wait to hit the books. Little did I know that in that first 

week God was going to completely redefine how I conceived of pastoral 

ministry.

That very first week, three separate groups requested meetings with 

me. I wasn’t sure what they wanted to talk about but was thrilled at the 

thought of conducting such meetings. I couldn’t wait to answer the theo-

logical questions these people had. I was ready to deal with issues about 

the Trinity, inerrancy, Calvinism, whatever. Let me at it!

I was in for a surprise.

The first meeting was with an elderly couple who were having marriage 

problems and wanted advice. Their words to me were, “We’ve been mar-

ried for more than fifty years and all of it has been bad. We don’t know how 

much time the Lord has for us, but we want what is left to be good. Can you 

help us have a better marriage?” The second meeting was with a mother and 

her daughter, who had been molested, and they wanted help they had not 

received from secular therapists. The third meeting was with a mother who 

wanted help knowing how to control a difficult child.

To say that I had absolutely no idea what had hit me would be putting 
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it mildly. I had no kids, had never been molested, and had been married 

for only a few weeks! What did I know? I realized in the span of one week 

that I should not only wish biblical counselors well but figure out how to 

do what they were doing. I realized that there was no arbitrary distinction 

between the public ministry of the Word in preaching and the personal 

ministry of the Word in counseling. I realized that being a faithful pastor 

and preacher meant also being a faithful counselor.

So I began to work hard to understand biblical counseling. I made 

friends with people who were committed to counseling and spent a lot of 

time with them. I also started reading everything I could get my hands on 

and even began formal study in the area. In fact, I got a little carried away 

and ultimately earned a PhD on the topic.

I tell you that story because I want you to know how I came to see that 

learning about counseling is really about learning how to do ministry well. 

Here is a fact that you’d better write down, underline, circle, highlight, and 

memorize: if you want to be faithful in ministry (I didn’t say successful) 

you’re going to have to learn something about counseling. There’s just no 

way around it.

The other reason I tell you that story is to help you understand some-

thing I began to figure out about biblical counselors. As I read all the dif-

ferent books and all the different authors on biblical counseling I started 

to notice that not everybody sounded the same. Oh, there were plenty of 

strong similarities: everyone was committed to Scripture as the source of 

wisdom for change, to Jesus as the source of power for change, and to the 

church as the central location for change, but there were also a lot of dif-

ferences. Specifically, people who wrote during the first twenty years of 

the movement often sounded different from those who have been writing 

in the last twenty years of the movement. I also noticed that these differ-

ences were really improvements. The movement was not merely changing 

but was changing for the better. I further noticed that there was actually a 

fascinating story that surrounded these changes and improvements.

The purpose of this book is to tell you that story and to describe the 

improvements that have happened in the biblical counseling movement. I 

think it is important to tell you this because I believe that if you know how 

the biblical counseling movement has advanced, you will be a better church 
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member, friend, brother, parent, or minister who is more equipped to have 

the kinds of conversations Jesus wants his church to have.

The story of this group of men and women is actually the fourth part 

of an even larger theological drama. You see, the Christian effort to help 

people with their problems did not begin forty years ago but rather is as old 

as the Scriptures themselves. God inspired the Scriptures for the very pur-

pose of helping people with their problems (2 Pet. 1:3–4). Throughout the 

centuries of church history God’s people have been at times more faithful 

and at times less faithful to use the Scriptures in ministering to struggling 

persons. The last forty years have been a time when the American church 

has been growing in its facility to use the Scriptures this way, but it is not 

really possible to understand what has happened in the last few decades 

without a brief peak into the last few centuries for some historical perspec-

tive. The church’s attempt to do ministry in the last several hundred years 

has unfolded in a drama of deep theological reflection, theological neglect, 

theological recovery, and theological advancement.

A Period of Deep Theological Reflection
The Puritans took counseling seriously. They didn’t call it counseling, but 

they believed that ministry was important, and they began a particularly 

rich period in theological thought regarding personal ministry of the Word. 

Those men wrote hundreds of works to help people deal with their prob-

lems in living. It is impossible to survey all the literature there, but it will 

be helpful to mention a few works. Richard Baxter wrote The Christian 

Directory, outlining in exhaustive detail the spiritual problems Christians 

face.3 John Owen wrote, among other things, The Mortification of Sin as a 

practical guide for dealing with the flesh.4 A Lifting Up for the Downcast 

was intended by William Bridge to be an encouragement to Christians 

struggling with all manner of life’s difficulties.5

Writing in the Puritan tradition in America, Jonathan Edwards wrote 

A Treatise Concerning the Religious Affections to deal with the pastoral 

issue of judging true works of the Spirit from false ones.6 One of the last 

careful works was Ichabod Spencer’s A Pastor’s Sketches in the 1850s.7 In 

this work, Spencer recounted his conversations with many troubled persons 

and showed—in the context of nineteenth-century case studies—how min-
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isters might talk with troubled people about their problems. Spencer’s work 

was not perfect. He could be a bit heady and ignored internal realities that 

helped some secular thinkers believe that Protestant reflection on counsel-

ing was a wasteland. Still, in many ways, it represented the end of careful 

and uniquely Christian reflection about the task of interpersonal ministry.

Theological Neglect
The next book after A Pastor’s Sketches that would offer uniquely bibli-

cal insight into helping people with their problems was Jay Adams’s book 

Competent to Counsel, more than one hundred years later!8 Why is it that 

Christians neglected a robustly biblical approach to counseling for more 

than a century? The truth of the matter is that there were many reasons 

why this happened, and here I want to address nine of the most important.

1) People Want to Understand and Help Other People
Just look at the best-seller list. Books written by psychologists thought 

to explain people and their problems typically dominate. Seen any TV 

lately? Talk-show hosts often serve the role of pop-psychologist to their 

viewers (when they are not professionally trained as such). With increas-

ing frequency, news programs invite psychologists to explain the inner 

workings of newsmakers or the public that observes and responds to them. 

Psychology is the most popular undergraduate degree program in colleges 

across the United States. All of this is true, because people love to know 

how they and others function. But there is a rub. When people begin to 

discover how others function, they become aware of problems and want 

to help. This is where counseling and therapy come in: when you observe, 

you see trouble and try to give help.

This reality ensures that what David Powlison calls “the Faith’s psy-

chology”9 will always have competitors. That competition will come from 

both inside and outside Christianity, but this drive to know about people 

will mean that many different philosophies of helping people with their 

problems will always be present and in need of critique and correction. 

Therefore, Christians must always be vigilant to strengthen their under-

standing of the problems people have and be aware of alternative positions 
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so that such positions may be critiqued. When this fails to happen, the 

faith’s psychology will recede and a faithless psychology will ascend.

2) Counseling Is Hard to See 
Another consistent problem that makes it hard for Christians to engage in 

theological reflection on counseling is that it is hard to see. Think about 

it. Preaching is not hard to see at all. It’s a public ministry visible to the 

masses. The opposite is true with the interpersonal ministry of counseling. 

Very often, those who are in the room at the time are the only ones aware 

that counseling is happening. Out of sight, out of mind—that is the problem 

here. People do not generally give much thought to things they never see.

As I mentioned earlier, the Lord used the preaching ministry of several 

men to ignite a passion for ministry in my heart, and this centered initially 

on preaching rather than counseling, because I could see the former and not 

the latter. There are thousands just like me in this regard. They think about 

and love the public ministry of the Word because they see it. Conversely the 

personal ministry of the Word doesn’t occur to them, because they never 

see it. Because this is true, it is critical that Christians be vigilant to use the 

public ministry of the Word to exhort other believers toward the importance 

of the personal ministry of the Word.

3) Counseling Is Hard to Do
Another timeless difficulty of personal ministry is that it is hard. That is not 

to say that the public ministry of the Word is easy. I have spent years as a 

pastor preaching three to five different sermons a week, so I know it can be 

tough. I’m also saying, however, that the challenges of personal ministry in 

counseling are on display in a way that the challenges of public ministry—

in preaching, for example—are not. Both the audience and the content of 

public ministry are general. However, preachers preach to crowds, address-

ing no particular person or problem. Because this is true, the sermons of a 

preacher could potentially fail to produce change in the lives of his hearers 

for quite some time before anyone caught on.

But personal ministry is the exact opposite. Both the audience and 

the content of personal ministry are, by definition, specific. The counselor 

counsels specific people with names, faces, and stories. Because this is 
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true, counselors cannot fail to address problems and pursue change with 
their counselees. Failure is immediately apparent to real people with real 
problems who need real grace from a real God. Counselors cannot hide 
behind crowds but are always under scrutiny from the others in the room.

The difficulties of counseling are, therefore, more difficult to obscure 
than the difficulties of public ministry of the Word. Because this is true, 
some may be less inclined to engage in counseling ministry. Quite frankly, 
the level of scrutiny present in counseling is likely to make it an undesir-
able locale of ministry for many people. This reality makes it incumbent 
on those who would be faithful ministers of the Word in all its forms to be 
diligent to practice the personal ministry of the Word as well as to proclaim 
its necessity to anyone who would be an authentic servant of Christ.

These three issues make counseling difficult to reflect on theologically 
in all times and places, but Christians will always need to think through 
counseling in the face of these difficulties. These three factors are partially 
to blame for the failure of Christians between the middle of the 1800s and 
the middle of the 1900s to think theologically about counseling, but they 
are not the only reasons. There were also some important historical factors 
that caused the church to take its eye off the counseling ball and move away 
from the rich resources of the Puritan area. These historical forces came 
both from within the church and from the surrounding culture.

4) Revivalism
In the 1700s a religious phenomenon began to grip Christianity—revival-
ism. In discussing the history of revival, Iain Murray quotes eighteenth-
century theologians Jonathan Edwards and Solomon Stoddard, saying, 
respectively, that revival is “a surprising work of God,” and is “some 
special season wherein God doth in a remarkable manner revive religion 
among his people.”10 A century or so later, things were much different. 
Murray says:

[By the close of] the nineteenth century . . . a new view of revival came 
generally to displace the old, and a distinctly different phase in the 
understanding of the subject began. A shift in vocabulary was a pointer 
to the nature of the change. Seasons of revival became “revival meet-
ings.” Instead of being “surprising” they might now be even announced 
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in advance, and whereas no one in the previous century had known of 
ways to secure revival, a system was then popularized by “revivalists” 
that came near to guaranteeing results.11 

Revival, historically seen to be the unilateral work of God, had given way 
to revivalism, which was seen to be based on the engineering of people.

There is a lot that could be said about revivalism, but for the purposes 
of this project, only two elements demand attention. The first is the focus 
among revivalists on drawing a crowd. The camp meeting was so called 
because spectators would travel long distances to the meeting and then 
camp there for several days. This ability to camp out in one location made it 
possible to have bigger crowds, since attendees could travel from long dis-
tances and stay for long periods of time. The crowds were often quite large. 
One revival, the largest ever, in Cane Ridge, Kentucky, had anywhere from 
thirty thousand to one hundred thousand persons in attendance.12 Though 
this meeting was larger than most, crowds were typically in the hundreds 
and thousands—much larger than any single-day event could ever be.

The second element of revivalism that is important to address regards 
the purpose of drawing a crowd—conversion. The revivalist’s motivation 
in drawing a crowd was to preach the gospel so that sinners would trust in 
Jesus and be saved. Other components, such as religious education, also 
occurred during revivals, but they were secondary to the primary goal, 
which was to preach sinners out of hell and into heaven.

Revivalism has been rightly criticized for much of its excesses,13 and 
yet it must also be said that with regard to the elements addressed here, 
there is nothing wrong in principle with drawing a crowd and seeking the 
conversion of those in that crowd. In fact, it is a good idea. Having said that, 
revivalism’s emphasis on these two aspects did over time have a devastat-
ing impact on the interpersonal ministry of counseling.

In many ways, counseling and revivalism have opposite emphases. 
First, revivalists concern themselves with drawing huge crowds and 
preaching to the masses, but counselors are concerned with individualized 
ministry and conversation. Second, where revivalists have conversion as 
the goal, a minister seeking to counsel biblically will have that same goal 
but is just as likely to focus on discipleship. Third, revivalists tend to focus 
on instantaneous change that is measured in a moment of decision; coun-
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selors tend to work in the details of change that happen in a process and 

over time. Given these emphases it is not difficult to see how a Christian 

culture that was consumed with revivalism for many decades had trouble 

reflecting upon and emphasizing the activity of interpersonal ministry.

5) The Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy
The church was confronted by another significant challenge by the end of 

the nineteenth century. The problem was what came to be called “mod-

ernism.” In this controversy higher criticism and Darwinism worked to 

undercut the confidence that many ministers and ordinary Christians had 

in the authority of the biblical text. The Bible’s teaching on the origins of 

the world, its understanding of the problems of people, and even the words 

of Scripture itself all came under fire. George Marsden addresses this issue:

The publication of Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species in 1859 had 
sparked an intellectual crisis for Christians that no educated person could 
ignore. Darwinism focused the issue on the reliability of the first chapters 
of Genesis. But the wider issue was whether the Bible could be trusted at 
all. German higher criticism, questioning the historicity of many bibli-
cal accounts, had been developing for more than a generation, so that it 
was highly sophisticated by the time after the Civil War when it became 
widely known in America. It would be difficult to overstate the crucial 
importance of the absolute integrity of the Bible to the nineteenth-century 
American evangelical’s whole way of thinking. When this cornerstone 
began to be shaken, major adjustments in the evangelical edifice had to 
be made from top to bottom.14

The church was in crisis, and its leaders sprang into action. Leaders 

of the so-called Princeton School were the first ones to deal with the cri-

sis. The Princeton theologians famously addressed the issue of biblical 

authority in works such as The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible by 

B. B. Warfield.15 Years later, The Fundamentals was published, which was 

meant, as the title indicates, to defend the fundamentals of the faith against 

liberal attacks.16

Such defenses of the faith were necessary. Defending the faith against 

liberalism was critical work. Such critical fights, however, have a way of 

marginalizing other important activities. The Fundamentals was a defense 
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of important issues including the authority of Scripture and the origins of 

the universe; however, a biblical defense of theology that was pastoral, per-

sonal, and practical was not included in its pages. Counseling was ignored. 

As mentioned above, it was ignored for all the right reasons, but it was 

ignored all the same. This left an opening for the modernists to come in and 

take over counseling within the church. With conservative minds focused 

on defending the Bible, modernists began to be consumed with secular 

approaches to counseling in their excitement over the social gospel.17 This 

modernist connection with counseling made it only more difficult for con-

servatives to reflect on the topic.

6) The Psychological Revolution
While the church was grappling with revivalism and modernism on the 

inside, there were also big changes happening in the culture. One big 

change was a revolution that occurred in the field of psychology toward the 

end of the nineteenth century. To understand the psychological revolution, 

it is necessary to understand two of its most important leaders, Wilhelm 

Wundt and Sigmund Freud.

Wilhelm Wundt founded the world’s first psychological laboratory and 

is regarded as the father of experimental psychology.18 Wundt is respon-

sible for what he called physiological psychology. According to Wundt, all 

of a person’s psychological processes are rooted in some element of their 

biology.19 What this means is that basically everything you think and feel 

begins in your physical parts. This made Wundt years ahead of his time, as 

this is what most psychologists believe today, even though Jesus and the 

apostles said that everything we think and feel grows out of our heart or 

soul (Matt. 12:33–37; Mark 7:14–23; James 1:14–15).

For Wundt, then, psychology and physiology were intrinsically inter-

related. Wundt is an important figure in the history of science because he 

is credited with rounding out the scientific revolution, bringing it into the 

field of psychology. He was among the first to bring the scientific method 

to psychology using experimentation and was the first to urge his students 

to find relationships between the physical and spiritual realities of people. 

If you are going to understand why the church stopped thinking about 

counseling in a theological way, you need to understand Wundt, because he 
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took the first steps in making psychology a respectable scientific discipline 

based, at least in part, in a study of the human body.

Sigmund Freud is perhaps the most famous (and infamous) figure 

in the history of psychology. Here it is only necessary to draw out one 

main element regarding Freud’s stated goal. He initiated a practice called 

“psychotherapy” or the “talking cure.” As I argued above, historically 

pastors provided the guidance and wisdom for helping people with life’s 

problems, but Freud thought the church had failed in this task. In his work 

The Question of Lay Analysis, Freud argued for a class of “secular pastoral 

workers” with the goal of secularizing the counseling task.20 The term 

counseling was not in vogue in Freud’s day, so, amazingly, he described 

the task of helping people as the “pastoral” task. In this book, Freud makes 

clear that his task was to remove counseling from the ministerial context 

and place it in a secular one.

It is essential to understand the work of Wundt and Freud to appreci-

ate the decline in theological reflection on counseling. Once psychology 

began to be defined in secular scientific terms (Wundt), it became pos-

sible to argue that psychotherapy should be the prerogative of secular 

professionals (Freud). The emphasis on each of these elements resulted 

in a massive decline in ministers reflecting on this same subject. During 

another time such a decline might not have happened, but at this peculiar 

period of history, as has already been mentioned, the church was focused 

on other things.

7) A Changing American Economy 
The transition from the 1800s to the 1900s was a critical period not only for 

the church and the scientific community but also for the American econ-

omy. The change happened in two respects. On the one hand, Americans 

began to move from the country to the city. On the other hand, and linked to 

the first change, Americans began to move from farm work to factory work.

The Industrial Revolution, as it was called, created a new category of 

person—the titan of industry. The titan of industry served to stoke a kind of 

tough masculinity that the culture found desirable at that point in history.21 

It highlighted the kind of strong-willed man that could hold the masses in 

his sway. As the culture became enamored with this type of individual, the 
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effects carried over into church life as well and stoked the flames of desire 
for the larger-than-life preacher that was accentuated in revivals.22

The move from small towns to big cities and from farm work to factory 
work had another impact on the church’s theological reflection regarding 
counseling. In the old agrarian economy, workers had to be experts with 
things—soil, farm equipment, seasons, and crop rotations. In the new 
industrial economy, the barons of industry had to be experts in, among 
other things, people. The larger a company became, the more employees it 
hired. The more employees a company hired, the larger was the necessity 
to keep those employees happy, cooperative, and productive. A historian by 
the name of E. Brooks Holifield describes what I’m talking about:

[The new American] working as members of staffs, faculties, com-
mittees, and management teams . . . needed to be adept at handling 
people and manipulating abstract symbols. Their task was to maintain the 
morale and high motivation of people who worked under them, adapting 
themselves to the expectations of superiors who valued “well-rounded 
personality.” . . . [This kind of economy] could not have been better 
designed to stimulate interest in the nuances of “personal relations.” . . . 
Large corporations began to value good scores on “personality tests” 
as much as experience or intellectual ability. . . . [On the other hand], 
churches presented themselves as preservers of the family or as havens 
of friendliness.23

As the church was focusing on a revivalistic effort at soul winning 
and a defense of the fundamentals of the faith, secular psychologists were 
gaining ascendancy employing the scientific method with cutting-edge 
work in understanding people in their relationships with others. As it turns 
out, this was information that a changing American culture found useful, 
while the church sat on the sidelines. Christians were simply not involved 
in these activities. Psychology came into vogue, and the church was behind 
the times.

8) The Civil War
Christian reflection on counseling declined because of changes in the 
church and in the culture but was also brought about by three major wars. 
The first was the American Civil War. Between 1861 and 1865 America was 
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involved in the deadliest war it had ever fought or would ever fight up to 

the present day. The American Civil War called upon countrymen to fight 

against one another, brother against brother. The war consumed the country, 

leaving no segment of the population untouched. The war also toughened 

the country. A brutal and bloody war served to emphasize certain masculine 

virtues such as strength and toughness. In the aftermath of the war, there 

seemed to be no time for casual conversation and discussion. Such activities 

were seen to be effeminate at a time when more masculine activities were 

prized. Holifield also refers to this phenomenon when he says:

By promoting a cult of masculinity in intellectual circles, the war raised 
a question about the cure of souls: Was the whole enterprise perhaps 
unmanly? The question implicitly equated pastoral care with genteel 
and refined conversations that proceeded delicately in parlors and sitting 
rooms. Such an image of pastoral labor embarrassed ministers who had 
come to admire the “bold virtues.”24

Ministerial embarrassment regarding the “gentility” of pastoral coun-

seling is one element behind a decline in pastoral counsel. They were 

afraid to act like girls. The American Civil War coarsened the country, 

emphasizing a certain kind of toughness over against biblical reflection on 

the practice of interpersonal conversation.25 Theological impoverishment 

was a direct result of this unhappy reality.

9) World Wars I and II
Wars bring trouble and massive social change. Psychology was intro-

duced to the military during World War I in the form of placement tests 

to properly locate the vast numbers of manpower in the workforce. By 

the end of the war, the problem of “shell shock” presented an urgent need 

for the military to help those who crumbled under the intense pressure 

of battle.26 During World War II, the United States government enlisted 

thousands of men as chaplains to assist those psychologists in counseling 

soldiers with their problems that stemmed from prolonged exposure to 

the violent and volatile battlefields of war. The involvement of chaplains 

in the war effort helped address the problem of effeminacy that came 
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about in the wake of the American Civil War but, interestingly, created 

another problem.

Upon returning from the war, many chaplains involved in the effort 

expressed chagrin at their lack of preparation for the work. Many simply 

felt unqualified to help battle-torn soldiers deal with the complex problems 

they were facing. Holifield observes:

When the service people began to talk to the chaplains, something often 
seemed awry. A study of veterans after the war revealed that their com-
plaints about the wartime clergy returned almost invariably to one issue: 
The chaplains too frequently lacked the skills appropriate to the cure of 
souls.27

Christians serving as chaplains had the resources in Scripture to help 

these men but lacked competency in how to use them. For years secular 

psychology had been on the rise, while biblical reflection had been on the 

decline. Now, when placed on center stage in the war effort, the bareness 

was beginning to show. When this failure was placed alongside the relative 

success that psychologists had coming out of the war effort,28 it resulted in 

more lost ground for those committed to a biblical philosophy of helping 

people.

Pressures from within the church and from without all played an 

important role in the decline of biblical reflection on how to care for people 

experiencing problems in living. Just as Christian reflection on these mat-

ters was decreasing, secular reflection and practice was on the rise. The 

work of Sigmund Freud led to the work of dozens of others until, by the 

middle of the twentieth century, most Christians who were taking seriously 

the responsibility to care for people’s problems in living had adopted the 

person-centered approach to counseling of Carl Rogers. Christian thinking 

had given way to secular thinking in the ministry to persons. Original and 

distinct Christian reflection was not happening. Regarding counseling, the 

church had experienced a devastating theological loss.

Theological Recovery
The absence of theology in counseling was the order of the day when, 

in 1970, Jay Adams published Competent to Counsel.29 In that book and 
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many others in the 1970s Adams sought to alert Christians to their failures 
in the area of counseling and began pointing the way to the resources laid 
out in Scripture for helping people. It was the role of Adams to begin to 
restore to the church an understanding that it had held before the American 
Civil War, namely, that counseling was within the realm of the church, 
every bit as much as its counterpart in public ministry, preaching.

Adams believed that counseling was intrinsically theological. He 
claimed:

All counseling, by its very nature (as it tries to explain and direct human 
beings in their living before God and in a fallen world) implies theologi-
cal commitments by the counselor. He simply cannot become involved in 
the attempt to change beliefs, values, attitudes, relationships and behavior 
without wading neck deep in theological waters. . . . These theological 
commitments may be conscious or unconscious, biblical or heretical, 
good theology or bad, but—either way—they surely are theological . . . . 
Thus . . . the relationship between counseling and theology is organic; 
counseling cannot be done apart from theological commitments. Every 
act, word (or lack of these) implies theological commitments.30

Adams’s conception of the counseling task was deeply rooted in Scripture 
and was, therefore, intensely theological. This conviction was the basis of 
Adams’s work. A focus on counseling that was theologically informed, 
however, brought a problem into focus for Adams. As he looked over the 
counseling landscape, he saw a field full of compromise in the counsel-
ing arena. Theological reflection on counseling that had been in place at 
earlier points of history had given way to a thoroughly secular approach 
in modern psychology. When people conceived of counseling, their cat-
egories of thinking were not shaped by biblical presuppositions but by 
secular ones.

While this was perhaps to be expected, another reality that Adams 
needed to confront was that these secular categories of thought had infil-
trated the church. Because that is true, Adams’s theological recovery of 
counseling logically operated in two modes: a destructive mode and a 
constructive mode. On one hand, Adams needed a destructive element in 
his model aimed at discrediting secular approaches to counseling. On the 
other hand, Adams needed to build a positive biblical model.
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Critiquing Secular Approaches to Counseling 
Adams believed that secularists had commandeered the domain of counsel-

ing, which rightfully belonged to Christians. Because he believed this to be 

true and because the secular model for counseling was the dominant one, it 

was critical for Adams to make the case against it. Adams said:

Biblically, there is no warrant for acknowledging the existence of a 
separate and distinct discipline called psychiatry. There are, in the 
Scriptures, only three specified sources of personal problems in living: 
demonic activity (principally possession), personal sin, and organic 
illness. These three are interrelated. All options are covered under 
these heads, leaving no room for a fourth: non-organic mental illness. 
There is, therefore, no place in a biblical scheme for the psychiatrist as 
a separate practitioner. This self-appointed caste came into existence 
with the broadening of the medical umbrella to include inorganic illness 
(whatever that means). A new practitioner, part physician (a very small 
part) and part secular priest (a very large part), came into being to serve 
the host of persons who previously were counseled by ministers but 
now had been snatched away from them and placed beneath the broad 
umbrella of “mental illness.”31

There are several elements of Adams’s view to note here. First, Adams 

denied the existence of inorganic mental illness. The operative term here 

is inorganic. Adams never denied the existence of physical (i.e., organic) 

problems and diseases in the brain. What he explicitly denied is the notion 

of mental illness that is disconnected from pathology. Adams argued:

Growing numbers of authorities have begun to object to the concept 
of “mental illness,” and the vigorous propaganda campaign, which 
has been conducted under that misleading misnomer. The fact is that 
the words “mental illness” are used quite ambiguously. . . . Organic 
malfunctions affecting the brain that are caused by brain damage, 
tumors, gene inheritance, glandular or chemical disorders, validly 
may be termed mental illnesses. But at the same time a vast number 
of other human problems have been classified as mental illnesses for 
which there is no evidence that they have been engendered by disease 
or illness at all. As a description of many of these problems, the term 
mental illness is nothing more than a figure of speech, and in most cases 
a poor one at that.32
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Second, Adams argued that psychiatrists as counseling practitioners 
are illegitimate. Because inorganic mental illness is a nonentity, when 
psychiatrists attempt to help people with their problems , they are actually 
engaging in the work of the ministry. (As Adams said, they are functioning 
as “secular priests.”) Adams said further, “Psychiatry’s legitimate function 
is to serve those who suffer from organic difficulties. The psychiatrist has 
reason for existence only when he specializes as a physician to treat medi-
cally those persons whose problems have an organic etiology.”33

Third, as Adams argued against the existence of inorganic mental ill-
ness and against psychiatrists as “separate practitioners,” he did so stand-
ing on the authority of God’s Word. It is Adams’s reading of Scripture 
that helped him to see three legitimate problem sources: demonic activity, 
personal sin, and organic illness; and one illegitimate source: inorganic 
mental illness. It was Adams’s further reading of Scripture that led him to 
rule out-of-bounds the psychiatrist’s efforts at secular ministry. Adams’s 
worldview was thoroughly biblical. God’s Word stood as his standard, and 
he viewed it as a fundamentally faithless act to evaluate counseling—or 
anything else—by another standard. He said: 

The Bible itself provides the principles for understanding and for engag-
ing in nouthetic counseling and directs Christian ministers to do such 
counseling as a part of their life calling in the ministry of the Word. . . . 
Therefore, those who develop other systems, based on other sources of 
information, by which they attempt to achieve these same ends, by the 
very nature of the case become competitive. It is dangerous to compete 
with the Bible, since all such competition in the end turns out to be com-
petition with God.34

Adams, therefore, believed that secularists in the field of counseling were 
illegitimate. Their theories compete with God’s Word. They engage in 
work reserved for Christian ministers. They misunderstand the problems 
that people have. Their solutions are false gospels.

While it was true that Adams had strong disagreements with those 
practicing psychotherapy, it would be going too far to say that Adams 
believed psychological science had no role to play. Adams believed that 
psychological science did have value when used rightly. In fact, at the very 
beginning of Adams’s very first book on counseling he said:
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I do not wish to disregard science, but rather I welcome it as a useful 
adjunct for the purposes of illustrating, filling in generalizations with 
specifics, and challenging wrong human interpretations of Scripture, 
thereby forcing the student to restudy the Scriptures. However, in the area 
of psychiatry, science largely has given way to humanistic philosophy 
and gross speculation.35

In other words, Adams believed psychology36 could be useful when 
appropriately understood and rightly applied. When psychology stayed 
on its own turf and dealt with organic issues, Adams believed it could be 
helpful and beneficial. What Adams ferociously objected to, however, 
was the atheistic worldview of psychology as well as his perception that 
psychologists were meddling in the domain of the Christian ministry. It 
was crossing this line—not their existence in general—that earned them 
the ire of Adams.

Constructing a Biblical Approach to Counseling 
Adams’s fundamental task was positive. His critique of secular psychology 
and its encroachment into the church served to clear the ground so that he 
and others could construct a biblical approach to counseling and helping 
people with their problems.37

Adams’s construction of a biblically based theology of counseling 
began with theology proper. An understanding of God’s existence, power, 
and authority was central both to Adams’s critique of psychology and to 
his own positive understanding of counseling. Adams said:

God is around us, in us and with us. He knows (and cares) about every 
word on our lips and every thought in our minds. He knows us—indeed 
has known all about us from all eternity past! The omniscient, omnipres-
ent God is our environment, inescapably so! And though most people 
rarely recognize it, they are deeply influenced—in all their thoughts and 
actions—by their environment (I am not speaking about that truncated, 
superficial and distorted view of the environment that is so much a part 
of various counseling systems like Skinner’s or Glasser’s. Rather, I refer 
to nothing less than God Himself, and a creation that serves and hon-
ors Him). In this sense, every unregenerate man, and every system he 
designs, is influenced by his sinful failure to describe the environment 
properly and, as the necessary consequence, his inability to develop a 
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counseling system (or counseling method) that corresponds to the reality 
of the environment as it truly exists. A false view of the environment, 
therefore, can lead to nothing else but a counseling system that is askew, 
and that rebelliously misrepresents man and the rest of creation because 
it misrepresents God. Indeed, because it is in such basic error—a system 
designed to promote life apart from God—it is in competition with God, 
and at odds with His creation.38

Several things are clear here. Adams wanted to restore a thoroughly the-

istic framework to counseling because he believed that God is the ines-

capable reality with whom all persons have to do. Secular psychology’s 

failure to grapple with this fundamental reality led Adams to argue that 

such approaches to counseling were fundamentally wrong and, therefore, 

unhelpful. But Adams argued much more strongly than this; the atheistic 

worldview of those in secular psychology not only rendered their counsel-

ing systems “askew,” but they themselves were “rebellious,” “competitors” 

with God. For Adams, the only counseling model that could be helpful in 

any meaningful sense was the one that had a firm grasp on the God of the 

Christian Bible.

Since, for Adams, God is the “air” people breathe, all the problems 

people have are directly related to him and to their failure to reach his per-

fect standard. Adams argued therefore, for an understanding of problems 

in human living that was grounded in the doctrine of sin. Adams addressed 

his understanding of the problem of sin in his typically clear manner:

Corruption of the whole person, but especially of his inner life, is a domi-
nant and essential theme for every counselor to know, to teach and upon 
which to base all his work. Clearly, he cannot bring about biblical change 
by means of the old heart, since from it flows only sin. He will counsel, 
then, only believers . . . he will evangelize unbelievers. But, conversely, 
he also will recognize the tremendous potential of the new heart. He will 
not give up on truly regenerate persons (or those who through profession 
of faith he must presume to be so); in them is the capacity to understand 
and obey God’s counsel (Ezek. 36:27). The indwelling Spirit makes this 
a genuine reality.39

Adams believed that the most basic problem people face is their separation 

from God because of sin, and this understanding held numerous implica-
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tions for Adams’s counseling model. To begin, Adams did not believe 
counseling was possible for an unbeliever, because counseling aims for 
the fruit of the Holy Spirit.40 This belief underlined an important reality for 
Adams: the counseling task is an activity that has specifically to do with 
issues of sin and righteousness in a person’s life. Because an unbeliever 
does not have the resources to obey God’s counsel and to put off sin, the 
only option for such a one is problem-centered evangelism with the hope 
that true counseling then becomes possible.41

This understanding brought great optimism regarding the counseling 
task. Since believers do possess God’s resources to stop sinning and learn 
love, the counselor and counselee could have great hope in God that endur-
ing change would ultimately come about in counseling.42 It is clear then 
that Adams believed the most basic counseling problem is sin, and the goal, 
by exhortation, was to see the counselee put away his sin.43

This reality leads to another key tenet of Adams’s counseling system. 
If the basic problem that human beings have is sin, then their basic solution 
is found in the person of Jesus Christ and in his saving work of redemption. 
Adams said:

How, then, shall we approach the Bible’s teaching about salvation in its 
relationships to counseling? To begin with, it is important to restate the 
fact that salvation is what makes Christian counseling possible; it is the 
foundation (or basis) for all counseling. This is the positive side of the 
coin mentioned earlier about the impossibility of counseling unbelievers. 
When doing true counseling—i.e., working with saved persons to enable 
them to make changes, at a level of depth that pleases God—it is possible 
to solve any true counseling problem (i.e., any problem involving love 
for God and one’s neighbor). Such assurance stems from the fact that all 
the resources necessary for change are available in the Word and by the 
Spirit. No counseling system that is based on some other foundation can 
begin to offer what Christian counseling offers. How tragic, then, to see 
purely human ideas and resources. They offer little hope and have no 
good reason to believe that they will succeed; yet (sadly) many Christians 
lap up (and follow) such advice.44

This quotation is worthy of careful analysis for several reasons. In the 
previous discussion regarding sin, reference was made to God’s resources 
for change. Here, Adams made clear that the resource for change is the 
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salvation that Jesus Christ accomplishes for his people and applies to them 

by his Spirit. Adams stated that counseling systems based on any other 

foundation offer “little hope” and have “no good reason to believe” that 

success will be the outcome of their efforts. Adams was clear that success 

in counseling (i.e., change) is possible only because of the saving work of 

Jesus Christ.

Adams did not believe that the transformation that the gospel brings 

happens in a mystical or instantaneous way. Rather, it occurs through a pro-

cess of biblical change. Adams believed that change occurs in a two-part 

process of dehabituation and rehabituation. Adams grounded this teaching 

in passages such as Ephesians 4, with its exhortations to “put off” unrigh-

teous behaviors (v. 22) and to “put on” righteous behaviors (v. 24). Adams 

illustrated this point with a dialogue:

Q. “When is a liar not a liar?”

A. “When he is something else.”

Very good, but what else? When he stops lying, what must he start 
doing? With what does the Bible say that lying must be replaced? (That 
is the kind of question that counselors continually should be asking and 
answering.) Well, what does Paul say? Look at [Eph. 4:25]:

Therefore [he is now applying the principle of change] laying aside false-
hood [putting off], speak truth, each one of you with his neighbor, for we 
are members of one another [putting on].

There you have it.

Q. “When is a liar not a liar?”

A. “When he has become a truth teller.”

Unless he has been “reprogrammed” or rehabituated, when the chips are 
down, when he is tired, sick, or under great pressure, a counselee’s good 
resolves and temporary cessation of lying will not last. He will revert to 
his former manner of life because he is still programmed to do so. The 
old sinful patterns have not been replaced by new ones. Until that occurs, 
he will remain vulnerable to sinful reversion. Dehabituation is possible 
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only by achieving rehabituation. The counselee must be repackaged. 
New patterns of response must become dominant. It is to these instead 
that he must learn to turn habitually under life stresses.45

Adams’s counseling model was not mystical but involved a process. This 

process was not passive but active, and it involved not only the task of 

putting a stop to sinful practices but also the task of beginning to practice 

righteous behaviors.

In Adams’s system, God is the fundamental reality, sin is the funda-

mental problem, and redemption in Christ is the fundamental solution. 

Therefore, the Christian minister operating in the context of the local 

church is called to the task of helping people with their problems, of medi-

ating God’s truth to people, and of walking alongside them in the struggle 

to put off sin and put on obedience. Adams said:

Counseling is a work that every minister may, indeed must, perform as 
a faithful shepherd of Jesus Christ. He must plan to do counseling, must 
learn how to do counseling and must make himself available for counsel-
ing. Referral, except to another faithful shepherd, is out of the question. 
Better than referral is personal growth on the part of the pastor through 
discovering and ministering God’s answers to the problems encountered 
in pastoral counseling.46

Adams believed that all wise, growing Christians were competent to 

counsel,47 but he also believed that the ordained Christian minister had 

the unique mandate to counsel.48 Because of that conviction Adams railed 

against those mental health professionals outside the church who attempted 

to seize the counseling task of the church. He also railed against those 

inside the church who accepted the message, either referring to secular 

“experts” or joining them.49 For Adams, the only place true counsel can be 

found is within the church. The Christian minister must counsel, not as an 

optional but an essential element of his ministry.

Adams’s four major books on counseling were published between 1970 

and 1979.50 During that decade, Adams made a vigorous and thorough 

proposal for restoring theological reflection to the counseling task. As a 

result of Adams’s ministry, much progress was made in recovering uniquely 
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Christian reflection on the counseling task. After the initial work of theolog-

ical recovery, however, the task of theological development still lay ahead.

Theological Advancement
Adams continued to publish books throughout the 1980s but none were 

as seminal as his major works in the previous decade. He also continued 

his work of editing the Journal of Pastoral Practice. All this effort made 

Adams the uncontested leader of the biblical counseling movement. 

Indeed, his name was equated with the movement.

But by the late eighties and early nineties new leadership began to rise 

up, mostly out of one of the organizations founded by Adams, the Christian 

Counseling and Educational Foundation (CCEF). This new blood wanted 

to continue to think about conversational ministry that was theologically 

informed in the same tradition as Adams. The new blood consisted of men 

such as Ed Welch and Paul Tripp, but the clear leader was David Powlison.

Powlison had come to faith in Christ as an adult. He had majored in 

psychology at Harvard and had been working for several years in private 

psychiatric hospitals. Disillusionment with the mental-health system was 

a significant catalyst for his conversion. Even the elite level of psychiatric 

care had remarkably few resources to offer confused, hurting persons and 

no power to change people at a level of depth. Shortly after becoming a 

believer, he entered Westminster Theological Seminary to study biblical 

counseling. After graduation he became a faculty member at CCEF and 

later the editor of their journal, which he renamed the Journal of Biblical 

Counseling. He earned his PhD in the history of science and medicine from 

the University of Pennsylvania.

In his leadership roles as a faculty member, and ultimately as editor of 

the Journal of Biblical Counseling, Powlison was able to exert massive influ-

ence in directing the discussions that biblical counselors were having. It was 

ultimately under Powlison that biblical counselors began to reflect on their 

movement for the very first time. The foremost thinker in the movement had 

always been Jay Adams, but though he wrote voluminously over many years, 

he presented his thoughts with a certain finality and was never self-critical 

in print. A reader never gets the impression that there was an “early Adams” 

and a “late Adams.” There was just “Adams, period.” This is not to say  
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that Adams did not broach new subjects or ever nuance his views (he did 

both). It is to say that before Powlison’s leadership, there had never been 

a time of critically evaluating where the movement had been, considering 

some problems in the movement, and charting a positive way forward in the 

years ahead. Under Powlison the movement did all three.

Biblical counselors have followed Adams in almost every respect. 

There continues to be agreement that God in Christ is the fundamental real-

ity behind all counseling. Biblical counselors have continued to believe that 

any positive change must flow from the power of Christ as he does his work 

in the believer through the power of the Holy Spirit. All biblical counselors 

continue to believe in the authority, wisdom, relevance, and sufficiency of 

the Bible to help people with any problem that requires counseling (see the 

appendix for more information about this). Having said that, the new group 

of biblical counselors, taking their cues from Powlison, have advanced the 

movement in several different ways.

First, there have been conceptual advancements. Counseling concepts 

are the fundamental set of beliefs that structure every counseling model. 

They are how counselors think about counseling. A counseling model 

answers questions such as: Who are we? What is wrong with us? How 

do we fix it? Who is God? Is there a God? What is the change process? 

All counseling systems answer such questions either overtly or covertly. 

Biblical counselors have advanced the theological reflection of Adams 

about how to do ministry, in two important ways. (1) They have brought 

about great development in an understanding of how to do ministry to 

people who are suffering as well as to people who are sinning. Adams did 

a great job of helping Christians know how to talk to and confront people 

who are caught in sin. It took some time and maturing for the movement 

to grow in wisdom concerning how to do ministry to those mired in suffer-

ing. (2) More contemporary biblical counselors have developed the move-

ment with regard to motivational issues. When we talk about motivation, 

we are discussing the issue of why people do the things they do. Adams’s 

answers to the issue of human motivation proved to be in need of change 

and development in order for the church to know how to help people in the 

wisest way possible.

Counseling methods are the second area where biblical counselors 
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have advanced. Methodology refers to how counselors do counseling. 

What is the counselor’s role in counseling? What is the role of the coun-

selee? How does the change process transpire? Whether clearly stated or 

not, all approaches to counseling have a theory of how to proceed in the 

counseling relationship. For Adams, counseling was done in a very formal 

and authoritative way. Contemporary biblical counselors have sought to 

improve this approach based on the biblical teaching of loving, brotherly, 

one-anothering relationships.

The final area of advancement in theological reflection about counsel-

ing is apologetics. Apologetics has to do with how counselors talk to other, 

competing counseling systems. What is good in other counseling systems? 

What is not good? How much time will counselors spend investigating 

other systems? How will they use and interact with other systems? How 

can counselors advocate for the superiority of their own system? The exis-

tence of numerous, competing counseling systems necessitates that coun-

selors seek to defend their own approach. Adams wanted to build a model, 

not engage with other models. Contemporary biblical counselors have seen 

the importance of talking with advocates of other models in a tone that is 

kind and gracious and less bombastic than Adams’s.

Don’t Misunderstand Me
This is a book about how biblical counselors have grown up and matured 

since the initial leadership of Jay Adams, but it is not a strike against 

Adams. To the contrary, the ministry of Jay Adams changed my life, and I 

love him. One of the great honors of my life has been to get to know him 

a bit over the last several years. I have spoken with him over the phone, 

talked for hours with him over pizza, and received great personal encour-

agement from him. He is one of the most gracious, godly, funny, and 

humble men I have ever met.

Beyond any personal connection, I believe Adams has been one of the 

most consequential men in church history in the last 150 years. His work 

revolutionized the way thousands of people do ministry. In the last forty 

years everyone who ministers the Scriptures or has had the Scriptures 

ministered to them according to the principles of biblical counseling has 

Jay Adams to thank. God has used him mightily to recalibrate the church’s 
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thinking about how to help hurting and struggling people. I have no inter-

est in any sort of unkind or ungodly attack on a man to whom the church 

owes so much.

Having said that, Jay Adams’s work was imperfect. This is, of course, a 

distinction his writing shares with every other Christian author whose work 

was not inspired by the Holy Spirit. Every great man in church history had 

imperfections in his work, whether it be Athanasius, Augustine, Calvin, 

or Edwards. God loves to raise up powerful though imperfect servants. 

Jay Adams is one of their number. Adams built a movement from scratch, 

almost alone, and was doing so against powerful forces opposed to his 

model. It is my goal to honor Dr. Adams by carefully considering his work 

and the context in which he built it and by highlighting the efforts of men 

laboring in the tradition he began, to improve upon the good work he started.

Because that is true, I want to be very careful in how I refer to Adams 

as well as to those who followed him in advancing the task he began. As 

I’ve mentioned, all biblical counselors are united around core principles 

of the sufficiency of Scripture, the necessity of the power of the gospel to 

bring about true and lasting change, progressive sanctification, the impor-

tance of the church, and concern over secular psychology. But because 

there has been advancement, I need a way to refer to those more contem-

porary biblical counselors who have attempted to advance his thought.

In this book I will refer to the leadership of Adams as the “first genera-

tion” of biblical counseling. I will refer to the leadership of Powlison and 

those who have followed him in improving Adams’s thought as the “sec-

ond generation.” Such generational language captures the idea of change 

occurring but in the context of family union. This language also rightly 

captures the distinctions within the larger unity that have characterized 

biblical counselors.

So now we will turn to how the second generation of biblical counsel-

ors advanced the beliefs of the first generation. First we will look at how 

they advanced the movement conceptually, regarding how biblical coun-

selors think about counseling. Second, we will look at how they advanced 

the movement methodologically, in how biblical counselors do counseling. 

And finally we will look at the way in which the movement developed 

apologetically, in how biblical counselors talk about counseling.
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As we look at this together, please don’t think that this is merely some 
book about a bunch of counselors. It really isn’t. It’s a book about how to 
do one-on-one ministry with people in a way that is theologically faithful. 
Specifically, it is about a group that has spent the last four decades trying 
to help the church figure out how to have conversations with troubled 
people in a way that is most faithful to the Scriptures and most honoring 
to Jesus Christ. Knowing their story will help you grow in faithfulness to 
Jesus, as well.
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